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Preface

Structural analysis in its contemporary form is less that two decades old. In that time it has matured from an intellectual social movement to an established specialty spanning several traditional disciplines. Steadily expanding literatures employing the network perspective on social behavior have accumulated. A set of interdisciplinary journals and regular professional meetings in the United States and Europe provide the critical mass to sustain this collective enterprise. Several generations of scholars are concurrently consolidating theoretical and empirical research advances using sophisticated structural analysis concepts, data, and principles. The aim of this book is to enhance the appreciation of structural analysis for improving our knowledge of political phenomena at all levels from primary groups to the world system. The primary audience is other serious scholars who study power with various intellectual tools. We do not assume a great familiarity with sophisticated mathematical techniques, although a brief appendix of technical terms is provided. Rather, we seek to convince our readers at the conceptual level of comprehension and leave to their own discretion how much quantitative depth they wish to acquire from numerous network methodology primers. By making detailed examinations of the roots of structural analysis, its ties to and divergences from alternative theoretical and methodological perspectives, and its contributions to political research, my coauthors and I hope to persuade the members of a wider intellectual community that the network approach to power has much to offer them.

Each substantive chapter focuses on key relational dimensions of political power in a different social institution. After presenting existing alternative approaches, we show how structural principles can be applied to illuminate unexplained features of the phenomena. Recent empirical research writings are reviewed for contributions, and some illustrative analyses of previously unpublished data are presented to demonstrate the power of network power analysis. “Looking Forward” sections at the end of each chapter offer agendas for theory construction and research projects that could make significant contributions to knowledge. Our hope is that both old hands and new converts to the structural analysis perspective will
Preface

pursue these topics and others of their own devising, thereby advancing the frontiers of our collective understanding.
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